
Tech Sheet

Product Description:

The best way to remove paint overspray, tree sap, and 
other types of  environmental contamination from paint.

Body Clay uses mild abrasives to exfoliate contaminates
from the top of  the paint surface.   The puddy form allow
the product to slide over the top of  the paint surface and 
remove the contminates without harming the paint.

We have 3 different types of  Clay:

Dark Blue (Mild)
Light Blue (Medium)

Red (Aggressive)

Dark Blue is perfect for the DIY detailer.  It is mild and can
be used on soft black paint without leaving any marring.  

Light Blue is our most popular grade.  It will quickly remove
medium to heavy contaminates while leaving only slight
marring on the paint surface.  Perfect for use when you plan
on doing light paint correction and polishing.

Red is our most aggressive.  This product contains abrasives
that will quickly cut through even the most stubborn 
contaminates.  It will leave the surface marred and should
only be used when heavy paint correction is planned.

Advantages:

Easy to use and economical
Three grades to fit your needs
Quickly removes all types of  contaminates
Very low residue 
Works in all types of  weather
Versatile

Part Numbers:
Dark Blue (200 gram)  # 22-100
Light Blue (200 gram)  # 22-110
Red (200 gram)  # 22-120

Directions:
By Hand:
1.  Wash vehicle to remove dirt and loose contaminates.

Rinse with water.
2.  Spray a 2’ x 2’ section with Showroom Finish to

create a slick surface for the clay to slide.
3.  Use 1/3rd of  the bar of  clay and form it into a flat

pad.  Rub the pad over the surface using light 
pressure.  The clay will pick up contamintes from the
surface and trap them.

4.  Once the 2’ x 2’ surface is smooth, mold clay again to
create a new smooth surface and de-conaminate that
section.  

5.  The clay will not knead well and fall apart when it is
full of  contaminates.  (After a few cars) Just throw
the clay away at that point and get a new piece of  clay
to continue.
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